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Final bonus assignment signup
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ServerCamera

Network

Goal: guarantee the end-to-end latency is no more than 33ms

Possible adaptation knobs: 
- Frame resolution  
- DNN model size

Bandwidth 

Task: design a control logo at the 
camera to achieve the goal!

10 points max.

If you want to opt-in, drop us an email by Friday December 4.



Course outline

Warm-up 

■ Fundamentals 

■ Forwarding and routing 

■ Network transport 

Data centers 

■ Data center networking 

■ Data center transport 

Programmability 

■ Software defined networking 

■ Programmable forwarding
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Video 

■ Video streaming 

■ Video stream analytics 

Networking and ML 

■ Networking for ML 

■ ML for networking 

Mobile computing 

■ Wireless and mobile

👈



Learning objectives
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What ML algorithms are used in 
networking problems?

How to apply reinforcement learning to 
decision making in networking problems?



Machine learning paradigms
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Supervised learning 
(regression, 

classification)

Unsupervised 
learning (clustering)

Reinforcement 
learning (decision 

making)

Where does deep learning sit? Well, deep learning is part of a broader 
family of machine learning methods that are based artificial neural 

networks and can fit in any of the above categories.



Deep learning: in the spotlight
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RL-based agent beat human experts on Go and more

https://deepmind.com/blog/article/alphazero-shedding-new-light-grand-games-chess-shogi-and-go



ML in networking: examples
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IP

UDPTCP ICMP

Decision tree for packet classification

Normal

Anomaly

Clustering for anomaly detection



Recap: video streaming
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Dynamic Streaming over HTTP (DASH)

Adaptive bitrate (ABR) algorithms: 
■ Rate-based 
■ Buffer-based

How do they work?



Recap: why is video streaming a challenging problem?
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Challenge 1: Network throughput 
is highly variable and uncertain

Challenge 2: Adaptation decisions may 
have a cascading effect over time



Existing solutions

Rate-based: pick bitrate based on predicted throughput 

■ FESTIVE (CoNEXT'12), PANDA (JSAC'14), CS2P (SIGCOMM'16) 

Buffer-based: pick bitrate based on buffer occupancy 

■ BBA (SIGCOMM'14), BOLA (INFOCOM'16) 

Hybrid: use both throughput prediction and buffer occupancy 

■ PBA (HotMobile'15), MPC (SIGCOMM'15)
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All these solutions are fixed heuristics and are based on the 
designer's insight. All of them rely on simplified inaccurate 

model which leads to suboptimal performance.

Can we automatically learn how to choose bitrates?



Pensieve: learning-based ABR algorithm
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ACM SIGCOMM 2017



Reinforcement learning
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All factors that can affect 
the decision making

Decision maker taking all 
factors with a clearly-

defined goal

Reward measures how good an action is



Pensieve design
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A DNN to capture 
the state-action-

reward relationship



Training of the system
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We train the system by letting the system experience collected history data: 
trajectories of [state, action, reward]

Gradient descent: 



Training of the system
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Advantages of Pensieve
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Learn the dynamics directly from experience

Optimize the high level QoE objective end-to-end

Extract control rules from raw high-dimensional signals



Trace-driven evaluation

Dataset 

■ Network traces: two datasets, 
each dataset consists of 1000 
traces, each trace 320 
seconds 

■ Video: 193 seconds, encoded 
at bitrates {300, 750, 1200, 
2850, 4300} Kbps 

Video player and server 

■ Google Chrome browser with 
Apache web server
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Pensieve improves the state-of-the-art by 12-25% and is 
within 9-14% of the offline optimal



QoE breakdown
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Pensieve reduces rebuffing by 10-32% over the state-of-the-art.



Generalization of Pensieve
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Train Pensieve with synthetically generated (using a hidden Markov model) network 
traces, covering a wide range of average throughput and network variation.



Generalization of Pensieve
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When we train Pensieve on synthetic network traces and test it on the real 3G 
network trace, we only see ~5% performance degradation.



Packet classification

Fundamental problem in computer networking 

■ Building blocks for routing, access control, QoS, defense against attacks
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Decides the action to take based 
on the matched rule



Packet classification example
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Prefix matching Range matchingExact matching

Any matching
(10.0.0.0, 10.0.0.1, 0, 0, 6)Example:

Matches on all the 3 rules in the above table, but 
only the one with the highest priority will be taken.



Two solution directions
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Input Matched output

Hardware-based (e.g., TCAM): fast, expensive, 
energy-consuming, hard to scale

Processor
Matched outputInput

Software-based (e.g., decision-tree): scalable, 
slow and require large memory

TCAM



Packet classification: a point-location problem
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Dimension 1

Dimension 2

Dimension 3,...,N

Rules are hypercubes in the 
high-dimension space

Problem: find out which hypercube contains the given point?



Theoretical analysis on packet classification complexity

Hard time-space tradeoff for point-location problem 

■ O(log N) time and O(Nd) space 

■ O(logd N) time and O(N) space 

■ N: number of rules, d: number of attributes to match on, N ~= 100K, d = 5 

Even harder than the point-location problem 

■ Rules have priorities and can overlap with each other
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TL;DR: logarithmic time, exponential space; linear space, 
exponential time → none of them is attractive

http://yuba.stanford.edu/~nickm/papers/classification_tutorial_01.pdf



Existing techniques: node cutting
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Cut the space into smaller areas and each area 
corresponds to a leaf in the decision tree

Match by traveling through the decision tree and select the rule in 
the matched leaf with the highest priority.



Existing techniques: rule partitioning
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Partition the space into two parts and build a separate 
decision tree (or a subtree) for each part

Match by traveling through all the decision tree and select the rule 
in the matched leaf in every tree with the highest priority.



20 years of active research
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Almost all of these solutions are engineered with hand-tuned heuristics targeting different objectives



Can we apply learning?
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Reinforcement learning models 
long-term outcomes of actions 

unlike heuristics

Reinforcement learning can 
optimize for the end objectives 

directly unlike heuristics

Historically, efficient RL formulation means super-human 
performance (e.g., AlphaZero, AlphaStar, AlphaFold).



End-to-end learning
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DNN/RL
Packets Decisions

Replace the decision tree with a DNN or an RL agent, does this work?



End-to-end learning
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RL Model
Packets Decisions

Pros 

■ May not need to build a data structure at all 

Cons 

■ Cannot guarantee classification correctness (critical for applications like access control) 

■ Very large space of inputs → hard to check model correctness 

■ Packet inference takes too long (required time within 100s of ns) 

■ Need specialized inference hardware (e.g., GPU, TPU)



NeuroCuts

Use deep reinforcement learning to tackle the problem of building decision trees, instead of applying 
per-packet inference directly
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ACM SIGCOMM 2019



NeuroCuts design
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The reward is delayed and is only given when the whole tree is built.

Action: either cutting a node or partitioning a set of rules

Reward: classification time, 
or memory footprint, or a 

combination of the two



Naive MDP formulation

Sequential Markov Decision Process (MDP) 

■ Assumes DFS order of building the tree node by node 

■ Action is to cut or partition current node
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Challenges
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Reward delayed until the end: 
sparse reward problem

Size of the state grows in each step: 
hard to define the state



Challenge 1: state definition
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Observation: node state is independent from the parent and sibling nodes

s2 can be represented as a fixed-length vector 
describing N3's bounding hypercube



Challenge 2: reward
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Observation: building a tree is a branching decision process, not sequential MDP

Sequential MDP: O(n) steps delay between action time and reward time

Branching decision process: O(logn) steps delay between action time and reward time



Result: classification time
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NeuroCuts significantly improves the classification time over the 
state-of-the-art heuristic approaches.



Results: scalability
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NeuroCuts scales to large rule sets and achieves 18% (median) time improvement (up to 2x).



Result: space efficiency
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Up to 3x better memory over all baselines. CutSplit is better at median.



Summary

Machine learning paradigms 

■ Supervised learning: regression, classification 

■ Unsupervised learning: clustering 

■ Reinforcement learning: decision making 

Deep reinforcement learning applied in networking problems 

■ Pensieve: A learned agent for making ABR decisions for adaptive video streaming 

■ NeuroCuts: A learned agent for building decision-trees for efficient packet classification
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Next time: wireless and mobile
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Communication without battery; human body tracking with radio signals.


